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CHRISTENSEN 
 
1. Two Models of Belief 
 

Binary belief: what unqualified assertions seem to give voice to (e.g.); knowledge is this 
‘plus-certain-other-things’; 
 

vs graded belief: we can believe things with varying degrees of confidence, and there is 
no crisp cut-off point at which we no longer count as believing something.  
 
(Are there issues raised by this ‘confidence’ analysis of degrees of belief?  
 

For one thing, the picture seems to be that there is a confidence scale, and the full-on 
beliefs are the things that we have above a certain level of confidence in. But how does 
that fit with lottery propositions, for example? Since it seems that we can assign a very 
high degree of belief to these, without believing them. Of course one might see this as an 
issue with threshold accounts of belief. But is it not an issue even with the confidence 
analysis?  
 

A related issue. Can we not believe two things to degree 0.5, but be more confident that 
this is the ‘correct’ degree of belief in one case than the other? Does that question this 
account of graded belief?) 
 
Graded belief also of course used in giving account of expected utility and explaining 
people’s actions.  
 
Given that there are these two notions of belief, very natural to ask if one is reducible to 
the other. (Answer might seem slightly prejudged by Christensen’s presentation but…!) 
 
Different answers to such questions then give rise to very different approaches to rational 
appraisal; to the fundamental norms of rationality.  
 
Thus, if binary belief is fundamental, then prominent candidates for fundamental rational 
constraints are deductive (i.e., consistency and closure). E.g., do not believe both P and 
~(P ∨ Q).  
 
But, if graded belief is fundamental, then the most natural candidates for such constraints 
will rather be probabilistic. E.g., one’s degrees of belief in P and ~(P ∨ Q) should not 
sum to more than 1.  
 
2. Reducing Graded to Binary? 
 

Thus, suppose that I believe that Jocko cheated (on some test) to degree 0.4.  
 

Problem: what is the content of the binary belief that this would be reduced to?  
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A natural start: the probability that Jocko cheated is 0.4; but what does ‘probability’ mean 
here?  
 
If it is ‘subjective’ probability, then that is often understood in terms of graded belief. If it 
is ‘objective’ probability, then (Christensen says) we risk attributing to the subject beliefs 
about things that are apparently far-removed from what they seem to be thinking about. 
E.g., if our account of objective probability is frequentist, then about a reference class; if 
it is a propensity account, then it must be about Jocko’s propensity to do something in the 
past. Both seem implausible.  
 
This sort of argument is perhaps not terribly convincing. But: if graded belief really is 
nothing more than believing things with different degrees of confidence, then surely that 
cannot be reduced to binary belief?  
 
3. Reducing Binary to Graded? 
 

Option 1: binary belief = belief to degree 1. But this (Christensen argues) equates binary 
belief with absolute certainty (i.e., the highest level of confidence). So if you believe 
something then you should be willing to bet your life on it (even for some trivial reward). 
Surely that is wrong! 
 
(Questions here? Cf. those about the ‘confidence’ account of graded belief.) 
 
Option 2: the threshold for binary belief is set at some point below 1. (Could be vague.)  
 
Christensen admits the ‘fit with ordinary assertion and attribution practices’ will not be 
perfect; e.g., in the cases of beliefs about the lottery. But he seems mildly optimistic that 
this lack of fit can be perhaps be explained away.  
 
What would rational constraints look like on this account of binary belief? Headline 
news: have neither consistency nor closure (one may have limited versions of consistency 
constraint; but not of closure constraint).  
 
4. Non-Reductive Accounts 
 

One possible advantage: might seem to fit better with what we want to say about lottery 
propositions. (There are reductive accounts that also try to do this however…) 
 
Another: allows for deductive constraints.  
 
5. The Preface Paradox 
 

The set-up: X is writing a long non-fiction book (e.g., history). They are very confident 
of each assertion that make in the book (and would assert them without hesitation). But X 
also believes that errors will be found in the book.  
 
This, however, presents for a problem for the idea that rationality requires deductive 
consistency: since X seems perfectly rational, but her beliefs are inconsistent.  
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There are some issues here: we do not yet strictly speaking have a logical inconsistency. 
But we could surely imagine an agent who does not have our limitations, and for whom 
there would be a genuine inconsistency. Surely they are just as rational as X is in 
asserting that they are errors in their book?  
 
Can we (concede closure but maintain consistency and) defend the idea that strictly 
speaking X should not believe the preface proposition? The problem however is that it 
does seem rational to believe that other people’s books contain errors; and it seems 
implausible to draw a distinction here.  
 
In any case, it is clearly rational to assign a very high degree of belief to the preface 
proposition. This then makes a convincing case against closure, at least. Otherwise we 
seem forced to say that X should assert: ‘It is overwhelmingly likely that my book 
contains some errors, but I believe that it doesn’t contain even one’.  
 
Further, if one does insist on closure then the counter-intuitive consequences can be seen 
to spread: e.g., beliefs about what reviews of the book will say, how people will think 
about X in the future, possibly even his professional status and consequences of that, etc.  
 
We can also get examples of the problem that do not involve anything like prefaces; e.g., 
beliefs about newspaper deliveries.  
 
Christensen also considers strategies for trying to undermine the counterexamples. For 
lottery cases he considers a ‘guilt by association’ strategy. This might help with the 
newspaper case, but it will not help with the preface case (since there is no sense in which 
the various beliefs in X’s book will have equivalent bases).  
 
Another strategy is: banning purely statistical support. Christensen argues that will spread 
too far: e.g., beliefs about friends arriving (and not getting into crashes), beliefs about 
what friends will do this summer, etc. (Could one question if the support is purely 
statistical here?) One might also worry about the possibility that there is always a very 
small chance that (e.g.) the vase won’t break when it is dropped (etc.). Does that mean 
that these beliefs have purely statistical support?  
 
But another issue with the strategy is this: suppose that someone (who X trusts, etc.) tells 
her that they have found an error in the book (but don’t tell her which one it is). Surely in 
this case it is rational both to believe the preface proposition (no longer backed by purely 
statistical support) plus all of the claims of the book?  
 
What can the defender of deductive constraints say here then? Can one hope to defend a 
form of closure? E.g., which says that if S rationally believes P1, P2, …, Pn and 
competently deduces Q from them, while still rationally believing P1, P2, …, Pn, then S 
may rationally believe Q? (Perhaps, e.g., Weatherson’s approach, can vindicate 
something like this?)  


